
notes to contributors

the TESLTESL reporter is a semiannual publication of the language literature and
communictionscommunications division of brigham young university hawaii and is dedicated to
the dissemination of ideas and issues of interest to teachers of english to speakers of
other languageslanouaoes worldwidet Z

manuscripts relevant to teaching english as a secondforeignsecond foreign language bilingual
education intercultural education and communication and teacher preparation in these
areas are welcomed and should be submitted inin duplicate to the editor manuscripts
dealingtl with classroom aspects of teachingC are especially encouragedencounfged

manuscripts should be typed and double spaced throughout generally not exceeding
ten to twelve pages each manuscript should be accompanied by a cover sheet with
the title authors name position and address and a short less than 50 words bio
data statement identifying information should not appear elsewhere in the manuscript
in order to insure an imparimpaitialimpartialtiai review authors are encouraged to follow APA style
and review past issues of the TESL reporter for matters of style any tables
graphs or illustrations should be sent in camera ready form whenever possible

it is expected that manuscripts submitted to the TESL reporter are neither previously
published nor being considered for publication elsewhere upon publication authors
will receive sixsix complimentary copies of the issue in which their article is published
manuscripts are generally not returned to authors authors should retain a personal
copy

reviews of recent textbooks resource materials tesstests and non print materials
films tapes or computer software are also invited potential reviewers who indicate

a particular area of interest to the review editor will be contacted concerning recent
titles in that area requests for review guidelines should be addressed to the review ed-
itor authors of published reviews will receive two complimentary copies of the is-
sue in which the review isis published

advertising information is available upon request from the editor

abstracts of articles published in the TESL reporter appear in language and lan-
guage behavior abstracts

the opinions and statements expressed by contributors are their own and do not ne-
cessarilycessarily reflect theme views of thediedle editors or of brigham young university hawaii



new look new rates
the TESL reporter underwent several

changes during this past year most noti
cable is our new look we hope you like
it less noticablenoticeablenoticable are the rising costs to
our relatively small institution conse-
quentlyquently the TESL reporter will only be
published semiannually

to help ensure another 25 years of
service to the profession we are asking
for your help with volume 26 we will
begin charging an annual subscription
fee of us6usgusa for all subscribers in the
US while remaining free of charge to
those in other parts of the world

subscription cards will be sent to all
US subscribers after issue 252
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